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This installation guide has to be followed strictly. If not, Graboplast 
will not be responsible for damages following installation. 

1. STORAGE

Grabo vinyl sport floor coverings, Grabo Vaporex special underlays and 
Protectsport  protective floor coverings are manufactured in rolls and they 
should be stored according to the below information: 
The rolls should be stored in upright position, the rolls mustn’t be stacked. 
The materials should be stored in their original packing before installation.

It is recommended to store the Protectsport products on a stand to be 
used more occasions. 
The Grabo Weld can be stored under the same conditions as the flooring, 
the individual units should be stored in the original package as delivered.

The products should be stored in a cool, dry and well ventilated closed 
place not exposed to dust and UV light. 
Storage outdoors is not permitted. 
The rolls should be stored at temperatures between +10 °C and +30 °C. 
Storage in damp locations and condensation should be avoided. A relative 
humidity of approx. 40–70 % is preferable. 
In heated storage locations the PVC products should be protected from 
the heat source. The distance between the heat source and the stored 
products should be at least 1 meter. 
The product should be protected from direct sunlight and artificial light 
having a high ultraviolet component. 
The products should be stored and handled with no exposure to stress, 
tension, and pressure or other deforming forces as these stresses can en-
courage both permanent deformation and crack formation as well .Always 
use proper material handling equipment when moving these products. 
By means of the proper storage and handling the properties of PVC 
floorings are practically kept unchanged for a long time. However, after 
a long storage period (more than 1 year) a gluing trial is recommended 
before installation. 

Always use proper lifting techniques and never lift more than you can 
safely handle. Fully support products during transportation. Distribute the 
load as evenly as possible in the truck. 
Flooring products can be damaged by rough handling before installation.
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2. GENERAL PRE-INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Before starting the job, always check the flooring materials to ensure they are the correct pattern and color. Also, 
make certain that the correct amount of product is available to complete the job. Remember to thoroughly inspect 
all materials for visible defects. Graboplast will not pay labor charges on claims filed for materials installed with 
obvious visible defects. If you discover visible defects, do not proceed with the installation, contact your material 
provider for assistance. 
Do not install, cut, or fit any material that has visible defects. Material that may have minor edge damage or 
distortion should be trimmed and removed prior to installation of the sheets. 
The temperature of the job site must be minimum 15 °C. 
All windows and doors should be installed and operable at the job site. 
Use the flooring of the same production number in the same sports hall/room. 
Weight distribution plates must be installed under heavy static and dynamic loads in case of cushioned 
sports floors.

3. SUBFLOORS

Inspect all subfloor prior to installation. 
The sub-floor should be clean, flat, smooth, stabil, permanently dry, and free from cracks and anti-adhesion sub-
stances and of sufficient tensile and compressive strength. 
The properties of the prepared subfloor should meet the requirements of the national standards. 
Preparation of the subfloor: always follow the instructions of the manufacturers of raw materials, primers, 
levelling agents.

In renovation remove all existing adhesive residue so that 100% of the overall area of the original subfloor is exposed. 

Moisture content of subfloors 
The official  measuring device for checking of wet content of subfloor is the 
carbide tool, but other suitable hygrometers can be used for quick control. 

a. Concrete /Cement  
In case of concrete/cement sub-floor  floor its moisture content 
mustn’t exceed the value of 2,0 CM%. (Carbide method). When the 
wet content of subfloor is between 2,0-5,0 CM percent, Vaporex 
damp-proof underlay floor should be installed under the vinyl sports 
floorings to avoid bubble-problem.

b. Calcium sulphate (anhydrite)estrich: moisture content max. 0,5 CM% 
When the wet content of anhydrite subfloor is between 0,5-2 CM%, 
use Grabo Vaporex dampproof underlay.

c. Magnesite estrich: moisture content 1-3,5 CM%.

d. Timber subfloor should be well ventilated and we recommend to use 
Grabo Vaporex under sports floorings.

Do not install sportsfloorings on subfloors that 
are subject to hydrostatic pressure!

The proper quality – before the installation – should be ascertained 
by means of examinations and measurements. It is reasonable to log 
the results! 
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4. INSTALLATION

4.1. LAYING TECHNICS

4.1.1. Positioning the rolls

The temperature on the surface of the subfloor must be minimum 15 °C. 
Mark out the centreline of the sports hall/gymnasium on the floor. 
Position the rolls at this centre line, and start the laying at the middle of the 
centre line. 
Unroll the strips towards the back of the sports hall/gymnasium. 
Unroll in alternate directions in case of uni -colours and in the same 
direction for the wood patterns. Position the sheets edge-to edge. 
In case of hot welding keep 1-2 mm gap between the joints. 
At the walls and around the columns, pipes, etc. keep  
cca. 5-10 mm distance. 
If necessary, recut the selvedge. 
Keep min. 24 hours relaxing time in layout situation.

4.1.2. PERMANENT GLUING

4.1.2.1. Full spread method 

 a., Gluing on Vaporex

When the moisture content of the cement estrich subfloor is between  
2,0-5,0 CM% and when the moisture content of the anhydrite estrich sub-
floor is between 0,5-2,0 CM% Vaporex damp-proof underlay floor must be 
installed under the vinyl sports floorings in order to avoid bubble-problem. 
Let the Vaporex relax 24 hours before installation in rolled out position in 
order to be completely flat. 
The Grabo Vaporex products should be laid down to the properly prepared 
base with its patterned surface down. Fold up approx. 5-10 cm at the walls 
or when you install Vaporex with bumping to the wall method, leave 1-2 cm 
gap at the walls. 
Adjust the underlay floor edge-to-edge, without overlapping seams, then 
fasten the edges on the top (plain side) with a min. 5 cm wide tape. The 
tape should be water and plasticizer resistant and suitable for gluing of 
vinyl and glass fiber. 
Thoroughly roll the tape with cork rubber or hand steel roller in order to 
have good bonding. Vaporex underlay should be layed down with loose-lay 
method, if necessary point-like gluing technique is allowed. 
Lay Vaporex in opposite direction of the sports floor’s laying direction.Very 
important  to applicate such a skirting  (plastic or wooden) which ensures 
the evaporation of the moisture of subfloor to the air. Use perforated 
plastic or  ventilated wood skirting what ensures vapour evaporation out.

Vaporex is non-absorbent subfloor, therefore only pressure sensitive 
dispersion gluing materials or 2 component PU or 2 component epoxy 
glues must be used for gluing of sportsfloor to the Vaporex. 

1-2 mm
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Recommended types: Henkel Thomsit K 188E, Uzin KE 2000S, Mapei Ultrabond EcoV4SP or equivalent 
other brand. 
Before gluing the strips should be folded up half-way.

a. The adhesive should be applied on the sub-floor by spatula of A2

b. The ideal gluing conditions are specified on all boxes of adhesives. Instructions of glue manufacturers 
should be strictly followed! Leave the adhesive to evaporate completely until the colour will be transpar-
ent and the adhesive is not tacky anymore. Make finger test! 
For the optimum adhesion the covering should be carefully pressed down – beginning from the middle – 
by means of a manual rubbing cork paying attention not to leave any air bubble under it. Finally the glued 
covering should be pressed down by a 65-70 kg steel roller. The other half of the strip should be laid in 
the same way. 

b., Gluing on other subfloor

The Grabo sport floor coverings should be conditioned at site temperature 
24 hours before laying down, temperature of subfloor should be 15 C˚ 
at least. The conditioned floor covering should be cut with a margin at both 
ends, then laid down abutting, precisely tailored the edges. 
It is recommended to lay down the rolls longitudinally. 
Before gluing the strips should be folded up half-way. 
The ideal gluing conditions are specified on all boxes of adhesives. 
Instructions of glue manufacturers should be strictly followed! For the 
optimum adhesion the covering should be carefully pressed down – begin-
ning from the middle – by means of a manual rubbing cork paying attention 
not to leave any air bubble under it. Finally the glued covering should be 
pressed down by a 50-70 kg steel roller. The other half of the strip should 
be laid in the same way. 

The tailored stripes can be fastened to the properly prepared concrete 
base in two ways.

Wet bonding method

In case of small sports room and absorbent sub-floors water based acryl 
dispersion adhesives can be used. The adhesive should be applied on the 
sub-floor only by A2 notched trowel. 
Especially on absorbent substrates, only apply as much adhesive as can be 
covered with flooring within the open time (while the adhesive is still wet). 
After a flash-off time of approx. 15 minutes or after doing the finger test, 
place the flooring into the still wet adhesive. Take care to avoid air pockets 
and always rub the flooring carefully down to ensure good adhesive 
transfer to the backing. 
After that, the flooring must be free of tension and lie flat on the surface. 
Otherwise, use weights to flatten the flooring in the respective places. 
Avoid excessive stress on the seams. 24 hours after installation, the seams 
can be sealed or welded. 
Glue consumption approx.: 350 gr/m2 

Recommended glues: Henkel Thomsit UK 400, Mapei Ultrabond 380, 
Uzin KE 418 or other equivalent type.
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Pressure sensitive bonding method

Pressure-sensitive adhesive can be used or absorbent and non-absorbent 
subflor as well. 
Allow the adhesive to flash off until it has a uniform, yellowish to transparent 
color. Then test with a finger to make sure the adhesive is touch-dry (no 
adhesive sticks to the finger) before you continue work. 
Recommended spatula: A2, glue consumption approx: 300 gr/m2 
Recommended glues: Henkel Thomsit K 188E, Uzin KE 2000S, Mapei 
Ultrabond Eco V4SP or other equivalent brand. 
The Grabo sport floor covering can be installed also in case of underfloor 
heating, the before mentioned pressure sensitive adhesive types are 
suitable in case of underfloor heating.

Double drop bonding method

Fold back the sports floor in half, than spread the adhesive on the sub-
floor, lay vinyl sheet into wet adhesive and roll it, then fold vinyl sheet back 
and leave until adhesive becomes tacky to the touch. 
Make finger test! Once proper adhesive tack takes place vinyl sheet 
should be accurately re-laid, ensuring vinyl does not twist or develop 
trapped air bubbles. Tack time will vary depending on ambient humidity 
and temperature conditions in the room. 
Seams must have cca 1mm gap. Any excess adhesive should be removed 
as work proceeds. 
To ensure good bonding, thoroughly smooth the flooring sheet, working 
from the centre outwards, with the help of a manual cork rubber, confirm-
ing no air bubbles are trapped underneath. Roll out and rub in at edge and 
seam area. strongly and carefully. 
Finally roll the installed flooring in all direction, using  50-70 kg steel roller. 
Repeat the sequence to install the other half of the flooring sheet. 
The rolling should be repeated after 1-2 hours later as well.
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4.1.2.2. SEMI-LOOSELAY GLUING

This method can be applied to GraboSport Elite, Supreme, Extreme 
and Mega products. We recommend this laying method to smaller size 
sports rooms (max. 300 m2)  where there is light duty application like 
gymnastics or similar.

4.1.2.2.1. Wet method

Before gluing fold back the flooring strips to half. Mark the free edges of 
the sub-floor with a continuous line using a pencil. 
Use Thomsit K 188E or other equivalent pressure sensitive glue. 
Apply A2 notched trowel. The width of the coating should be 40-50 cm, 
which is equal to the width of 2 notched trowels. 
Coat the glue so that the marked line should be halfway. 
The adhesive should be gently rolled out uniformly in order to be smooth 
and even and so that it will not be visible on the new sports floor. At the 
walls coat the adhesive at intervals of the width of a spatula, and the 
distance between the glue stripes should be approximately 25-30 cm. 
Then fold back the flooring sheets into glue stripes, smooth and rub the 
floor with a hand roller so that the glue layer adheres on the back side of 
the flooring as well. 
After this, again fold back the floor sheet and let the glue dry on the 
sub-floor and on the sports floor backing as well. With this method, the 
adhesive can dry in a shorter time /approx. 60-90 minutes/, because it is in 
contact with the air on both surfaces and dries more quickly than in case of 
one-sided coating. The glue is completely dry when its colour is yellowish 
and does not stick to the finger when you touch the glue, but you can feel 
that it has a strong grip.  
There is no risk of over-drying the glue because this glue sticks perfectly 
even hours later. The big problem is if you place the sports floor too early 
onto the adhesive which is not fully dried, then the moisture cannot escape 
and remains under the flooring. 
Once the glue is completely dry, the sports floor sheets are folded back 
again. They should be exactly fitted into their place and fixed permanently 
to the edges, making sure not to leave any air bubbles underneath it and 
thoroughly rolling the floor out by hand. 
After gluing the first part of the sports floor, cut to size at the walls & doors. 
Repeat the previous procedure for the gluing of the parts of the other 
sports floors.

1-2 mm

25-30 cm

15-30 cm
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4.1.2.2.2. Semi-looselay bonding with double faced tape 

The PVC sport floorings must be cut to size in advance, according to the 
court’s dimensions. The court’s dimensions have to meet the standards of 
the given sport regulations. 
Before cutting to size the floor covering you need to plan the design of the 
sports room.We propose to lay the floor covering in longitudinal direction.

The sport floor should be kept in rolled out position for minimum 24 hours 
in order to relax and to be stress-free. 

Place the cutted floor pieces closely abutted side by side.  
The edges of floor pieces must be fitted aligned. 
The sports flooring should be completely flat and the underneath must be 
free of air bubbles. 
Use plasticizer resistant strong double-sided tape for bonding. 
Recommended double sided tapes: TESA 51977, 3M 9078, Thomsit DT 300 or other type which is equivalent 
with these. Width of tape should be min.5cm, optimal width is 10cm. The double-sided tape have to be affixed 
to the substrate and to the backing of the floor with a special unwinding JANSER device- off –roller type DF (so 
called “mole”). 
This tape unwinding device runs between the joints of vinyl sheets. The first wedge-shape opens the joints of vinyl 
sheet while from the inside axis of the unwinding device the double faced tape arrives to the substrate’s surface. 
The release liner of the tape is separated by the device, so during the pushing forward the “mole” the closing PVC 
sheets stick on to the upper opened surface of the double-sided tape. 
This device (so called “mole”) is very practical, allows fast installation. 
At the ends of the sport you have to double the tape because of higher usage. 

After taping the bonded lines have to be rolled down with a min.60-70 kg weight steel roller. 

The above working process is repeated at each joint in the same way. 
The surface of subfloor and sports floor have to be cleaned thoroughly before taping.

4.1.3. REMOVABLE INSTALLATION

This method can be applied to GraboSport Extreme  and  RocketSport product.

 
The PVC sport flooring must be cut to size in advance, according to the court’s dimensions. The court’s dimen-
sions have to meet the standards of the given sport regulations. 
Before cutting to size the floor covering you need to plan the design of the playing area and of the free zones 
as well. 
We propose to lay the floor covering in longitudinal direction. 
You have to sign the cut to size sheets with numbers in order to facilitate installation job in the next occasions.

The paper tubes on which the vinyl floorings were rolled up should be kept in dry place and should be protected 
against indentation.

The temporary sport floor should be kept in rolled out position for minimum 24 hours in order to relax and to be 
stress-free. 

First step is to determine the centre line of the playing court in length and in cross direction. 
Place the floor pieces closely abutted side by side. 
The edges of floor pieces must be fitted aligned. 
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When the elements of the floor covering are put in their places do control 
measurements in order to determine the exact positions as follows: 
Starting from the centre line you should measure from the ends of court. 
You should measure the sizes diagonally as well in order to avoid the 
deviation from the right angle. The elements of free zone should not be 
placed until the playing area has not been finalized. 
The contractor team is responsible for the preciseness of the job. The 
pinpoint installation is important because before the game the court’s 
dimensions are measured by a specialist, and if he/or she finds some 
differences, the match may be banned.

We recommend to plan properly the steps of installation prior to the start 
of work.

The sports flooring should be completely flat floor and the underneath must 
be free of air bubbles. 
Use plasticizer resistant double-sided tape for bonding. Optimal adhesion 
force between the tape and backing of the floor and between the tape and 
the substrate is between 6-11 N/ 5 cm, in order to remove the floor and 
the tape easily, without any glue residue.  Recommended type TESA 4964 
or other type which is equivalent with TESA 4964. Width of tape should be 
min.5cm, optimal width is 10cm. The double-sided tape have to be affixed 
to the substrate and to the backing of the floor with a special unwinding 
JANSER device- off –roller type DF (so called “mole”).

This tape unwinding device runs between the joints of vinyl sheets. The first 
wedge-shape opens the joints of vinyl sheet while from the inside axis 
of the unwinding device the double faced tape arrives to the substrate’s 
surface. The release liner of the tape is separated by the device, so during 
the pushing forward the “mole” the closing PVC sheets stick on to the 
upper opened surface of the double-sided tape. 
This device (so called “mole”) is very practical, allows fast installation. 
At the ends of the sport court you have to double the tape because of 
higher usage.

After taping the bonded lines have to be rolled down with a min. 50 kg 
weight steel roller. 
We recommend 3M™ Vinyl Tape 471+ or equivalent one-side tape for 
game lines and for the connections between competition area and free 
zone as well. 
Width of tape is generally 5cm (if there is, no other sport regulation). 
Colour of game line tape should meet the requirements of the given 
sport regulation.

The above working process is repeated at each joint in the same way. 
Application of hot or cold welding is prohibited! 
The surface of subfloor and sports floor have to be cleaned thoroughly before taping. 
The dimensions of the playing field and the free zone should be controlled before sticking of the tape for the game 
lines and for the boundary lines between playing court and free zone.
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Procedures for removing of the sports floor

The sports flooring should be removed from the subfloor when its application is no needed further. 
Removing process have to be started from the edges of PVC sports flooring sheets.  
In order to facilitate the future use the sport floor sheets of playing area and free zone have to be placed on each 
other separately, according to the numbering sequence. If some glue residue or dirt remained on any surface it 
should be removed before rolling up of the vinyl sheets. 
Roll up the vinyl sheet elements on the original paper tubes tightly, using an on-rolling device ( e.g.JANSER). 
The tightness of on-rolling should be  checked, because during the handling, transportation and storage of 
non-tightly, not parallel on –rolled sports floor elements may be damaged and the size stability of the sports floor 
may be changed adversely. 
The on-rolled sports floor sheets must be fitted closely, use fastening clamping straps. 
The adhesive residue and other contaminants from the surface of the subfloor should be, then clean it properly.

 
Storage of on-rolled sports floor

The sports floor rolls have to be stored upright at optimal temperature + 10°C and 25°C. 

The rolls should be packed and clamped well. 
Do not put the rolls on each other! 
The storage place should be indoor dry place. 
Do not place the rolls near to heat sources and direct sunlight.
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4.2. WELDING

4.2.1. Heat welding

The made covering should be 
grooved along the joints in the 
proper depth and width with a groov-
ing machine or a hand groove tool 
and the groove should be cleaned 
from the possible dirt. For welding 
the 4.5 mm variation of GraboWeld 
should be used. 

The temperature of the welding 
machine should be set between 
4-5 grades. Welding can be made 
with an automatic mobile welding 
machine or hand welding tool. 

Before beginning the procedure 
it is recommended to make a trial 
welding in order to set the optimum 
temperature and speed.

After the weld seam cooled down 
the excess welding cord should be 
removed in two steps.

First the cord should be half-cut by 
means of a slide and a quarter moon 
knife, then after total cooling flushing 
should be made with a quarter 
moon knife. 

Ø 4,5  mm
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4.2.2. Cold welding

For GraboSport floor coverings a widespread welding method is the cold welding technology. The seams can be 
easily and quickly welded.

The cold welding technology consists of 3 steps:

1. Paper adhesive band should 
be put and fastened with a 
pressure roll onto the joints of 
the closely fitted PVC stripes.

2. The adhesive tape should 
be simply and definitely cut 
through in the seam range by 
means of a circular knife (or a 
trapezoidal knife).

3. The nozzle of the cold welding 
tube should be pushed with 
one hand into the seam and 
should advance along it. The 
cold welding agent should be 
fed by the other hand so that 
the adhesive band becomes 
wet in a width of 5 mm. The 
adhesive band should be 
removed after 10 minutes.

 
The result is an almost invisible and waterproof seam.

A successful cold welding procedure needs the tools on the picture. More information about the cold welding is 
available at the homepage www.mueller-pvc-naht.de.

4.3. UNDERFLOOR HEATING 

Underfloor heating systems have been previously commissioned and found to be functioning correctly prior to the 
floor finish being installed. Ensure that the underfloor heating system is switched off 48 hours prior to the floorcov-
ering installation commencing and remains off for at least 48 hours after the installation is complete. During the 
period of decommissioning of the underfloor heating system, an alternative heating source should be provided, if 
required, to ensure that the area of installation is kept at a min temperature of 18 °C.  
Gradually increase the temperature over a number of days by only a few degrees per day until the desired room 
temperature is reached. The temperature should never exceed maximum of 27 °C at the underside  
of the floorcovering. 
The height of the concrete base layer above the heating pipes shall be at least 45 mm but the recommended layer 
thickness is 60 mm. 
The adhesives must be suitable for underfloor heating as well.
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5. CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

The durability and aesthetic appearance of the floor covering is basically 
affected by the regular cleaning and maintenance. Naturally the frequency 
of cleaning depends on the requisition degree. 
In order to keep the condition of Grabo floors a regular daily cleaning and 
periodically done basic cleaning are recommended. 
In addition to the cleaning agents recommended in the present guide other, 
similar cleaning agents of the same parameters can be used. Do not use 
cleaning agents which deteriorate - e.g. scratching the surface! 
In general it is important to comply with the instructions of the manufac-
turers and it is advisable to ask and follow advice from the company’s 
manufacturing cleaning agents.

Preventing measures 
Major part of the usual dirt can be avoided by using dirt catchers at the 
entrances and in the entrance-halls and by regularly cleaning of them. 
In case of furniture proper underlays or rollers should be used and 
regularly cleaned.

Basic cleaning: removing solid dirt from the surface by sweeping or 
vacuum-cleaning removing hard, adhesive dirt. 

Tools: cleaning agent monodisc cleaning machine with a red pad,water 
sucking device (handled rubber and trowel).

The high-performance cleaning agent is for the extremely rapid and com-
plete dissolution of the deposited dirt. These agents contain water-soluble 
solvents, tensides and occasionally disinfectants.

Technology: 
The solution should be dispersed on a surface of 5-10 m2, the area should 
be scrubbed after an acting time of 10-15 minutes, then the cleaning agent 
should be absorbed, the surface should be rinsed with a plenty of clean 
water, and lastly, the water should be absorbed again (neutralisation). 
The basic cleaning should be done with a frequency according to the grade 
of uses. 

Daily cleaning: remove solid dirt from the surface by sweeping or 
vacuum-cleaning.

Make wet cleaning manually or with a monodisc machine with a white pad. 
For sport floor coverings it is preferred to do the daily cleaning with 
a machine. 
If daily cleaning with machine is not possible, use microfiber wide mop for 
wet manual cleaning and cleaning should be performed with the two-buck-
et method. 



Recommended cleaning agents

Manufacturer/Trade mark Werner&Mertz GmbH / TANA Dr. Schutz

Basic and periodical  
cleaning with machine

Innomat 
dilution: 3 %

PU Cleaner  
dilution: 10%

Daily cleaning
Innomat 
dilution: 0,5 % for machine cleaning

 
Tana SR 13  
dilution 0,5-1% for manual cleaning

PU Cleaner  
dilution: 0.5%

Stain and wax removal 
Tana Sprinter Elatex
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Stain removal 

Stains Removing agent

Chocolate, grease, fruit juice, ice cream, cream, 
coffee, lemonade, tea, wine, egg, beer

Natural detergent diluted with mild water.

Asphalt, rubber, oil, shoe polish, soot, crayon, 
fibre-tip pen

Cleaning naphta or methylated alcohols. White or 
nylon cloths or brushes should be used.

Candle wax and bubble gum Cold spray or ice in a plastic bag. When totally dried 
the stain should be cracked and carefully scrubbed.

Blood Cold water with some drops of ammonia,  
if necessary.

Rust, lime Mildly acidic detergent (pH 3-4).

Adhesives Adhesive cleaning agent, heavy naphta. Then rinsing 
with pure water and careful drying.

Wax Elatex

     After any stain removal the floor should always be wiped with a cloth and pure water.
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6. SURFACE PROTECTION

The temporary, size stable vinyl sheet floor coverings Protect Sport protect 
your original valuable floor coverings in case of special events when the 
application differs from the original use.We recommend to use these 
flexible sheet vinyl floorings in multifunctional sports halls, school gyms 
and in other areas where concerts, conferences, ceremonies, exhibitions 
and other events are organized. 
Before usage store the Protect Sport rolls on stand at room temperature. 
A few hours before the event roll out the protective covering gently by hand 
or with the use of rolling device. Place edge to edge loose-lay and fix the 
joints with one-sided removable adhesive tape. After the event clean the 
protective flooring with neutral detergent solution with mop and when the 
surface is dry, remove the tape.

Roll up the floor on paper tube wrinkle free and place the rolls on the stand 
and store at room temperature.

7. GAMELINE PAINTING

Our product Grabocolor is recommended for painting the sporting 
ground lines.

This product is available in five colours: white, yellow, and blue, black, red.
Grabocolor is a two-component polyurethane paint. It has a good adhesive 
property and forms an abrasion-proof layer. 
The surface of the floor should be clean, free of grease, oil and water. 
The playing lines should be marked according to the given plans. 
The marking band should be pressed into the dents of the graining of the 
floor by means of a rubber roller so that no paint underflow can occur. The 
marked stripes should be wiped by a soft cloth impregnated with acetone. 
The first layer of the paint should be applied within 1 hour after wiping with 
the solvent. 

Application conditions: 
Temperature: between +15 °C and +25 ˚C, humidity: 40-70 % 

Floor surface: dry, free from water and vapour. The painting is sensitive to 
water and moisture until its setting. According to the portion specified for 
the paint the components A and B should be stirred to be homogenous. 
The application period calculated from stirring is max. 4 hours. At a 
temperature of +20 ˚C. The application period decreases with the increase 
of the temperature. 
Application: with a brush, in at least two layers. The second layer can be 
applied only after first layer becomes completely dry. The masking band 
should be removed immediately after drying of the paint. It is difficult to 
remove the band if the paint totally hardened, and rough, curved lines can 
be resulted.   
Do not step on the floor for at least 48 hours after the application. The tools 
should be cleaned with the diluting agent sold together with the paint. 
It is reasonable to employ a specialist to paint the sporting ground lines.

új képek
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Rollable steel ruler Straight blade Hooked blade Flipper 3000 safety knife 

B1 serrated spatulaChangeable gluing spatula A2 serrated spatula Cork press

Hand groover Speed nozzle Quarter moon blade Welding seam slide

 Leister welding kit Leister automata welder Pressure roller Groover grooving machine

  CX10 hand agitator

LVT 10 digital Thermo Hygrometer 

Hydromette Compact B moisture 
measuring device 

Smoothing trowel 

Janvac industrial vacuum 
cleaner

Columbus single-wheel grinding machine 

8. LIST OF TOOLS

The minimal tool list needed for installing the Grabo  vinyl sports floors  is summarized herebelow. The present 
recommendation is made on the basis of the product catalogue of the firm JANSER. The JANSER Group can be 
visited on the internet on the homepage www.janser.com.
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